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• The major milestone for Georgia was the adoption of the new law on Energy and Water Supply. On the 20th of December, 2019 The Parliament of Georgia has adopted the Law on Energy and Water Supply and the Law on Renewable Energy Sources.

• The draft of law on Energy was prepared by energy community secretariat and is inline with energy community ACQUEs.

• Electricity sector stakeholders – Ministry, GNERC, ESCO, TSO, market operator are developing Electricity Market concept design, which has to be adopted in few months by the Ministry.

• In Addition The Law on Energy Labeling was also adopted at the plenary session.

• Georgian Energy Exchange was founded, with 50-50% ownership of ESCO and GSE. Ex Head of GNERC – Irina Milorava was appointed as a CEO and Currently the organization is recruiting staff and is involved in developing Electricity market Concept Design.
• GNERC is working on certification rules for transmission system operators.
• By the end of 2019 GNERC has made some changes in Service Quality rules and in order to raise public awareness of Service Quality standards, we’re introducing campaign - “Know your Rights”. Within this campaign we are making some informative videos which are already spread in social media and soon will be broadcasted on TV.
• These animations have been produced with the assistance of the European Union within the TWiNNING Project:
  1. Net Mettering: 
     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GOdnF6RRvJE&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR2XWb6LKOscWsoHxY1rDlyile-iqByFsNxmMbwxnw8to7ivWY365Lc6g-jE
  2. electricity, gas or water supply interruption: 
     https://www.facebook.com/EUGeorgiaEnergy/videos/1008478726210044/
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